This article introduces the concept of isosingular sets, which are irreducible algebraic subsets of the set of solutions to a system of polynomial equations that share a common singularity structure. The definition of these sets depends on deflation, a procedure that uses differentiation to regularize solutions. A weak form of deflation has proven useful in regularizing algebraic sets, making them amenable to treatment by the algorithms of numerical algebraic geometry. We introduce a strong form of deflation and define deflation sequences, which are similar to the sequences arising in Thom-Boardman singularity theory. We then define isosingular sets in terms of deflation sequences. We also define the isosingular local dimension and examine the properties of isosingular sets. While isosingular sets are of theoretical interest as constructs for describing singularity structures of algebraic sets, they also expand the kinds of algebraic sets that can be investigated with methods from numerical algebraic geometry.
Introduction
The singularities of an algebraic set are of fundamental interest in algebraic geometry. This article introduces isosingular sets as a framework for a stratified decomposition of an algebraic set and its subsets of singular points. Our approach makes use of deflation, a recursive process that is used in numerical algebraic geometry to regularize algebraic sets that have generic multiplicity greater than one. We introduce a stronger variant of deflation that regularizes isosingular sets, both allowing these to be treated effectively by numerical methods and providing a theoretical construct for understanding singularities. Moreover, we show that the deflation methods of [10, 22] are related to constructions performed in Thom-Boardman singularity theory [1, 14] .
In a sense that we will soon make explicit, the generic points of an irreducible algebraic set all have the same singularity structure, represented by a sequence of nonnegative integers that we call the deflation sequence of the set. This deflation sequence is related to sequences which arise in the study of Thom-Boardman singularities for smooth mappings. This leads us to define isosingular sets as closures of sets of points in an algebraic set that have the same deflation sequence. Clearly, irreducible components are isosingular sets, but there may also exist proper subsets of an irreducible component that are isosingular with a different singularity structure than the containing component. In this manner, we obtain a stratification of isosingular sets that capture the singularity structure of an algebraic set.
We review basic concepts of Thom-Boardman singularities and a form of deflation based on [10, 22] , which we call weak deflation, that is currently used in numerical algebraic geometry in Section 2. We define deflation sequences in Section 3 and show in Section 4 that there are three equivalent forms of a new deflation method, which we call strong deflation, that yield this sequence. The first is based on determinants, as in Thom-Boardman singularity theory, while the other two, which are more amenable for numerical computation, are developed by modifying weak deflation to make use of a matrix rank deficiency formulation from [2] . Isosingular sets and isosingular points are described in Section 5. Algorithms for computing deflation sequences and isosingular sets are described in Section 6. The last section, Section 7, presents a simple illustrative example and a more challenging example taken from kinematics.
Background 2.1 Thom-Boardman singularities
We review some basic concepts regarding Thom-Boardman singularities, of which further details can be found in [1, 14] . Let f : M m → N n be a smooth mapping where M and N are manifolds. If x ∈ M m , let dnull(f, x) be the dimension of the kernel of the differential, Df , of f at x. The Thom-Boardman stratification of f follows a recursive process as follows. Let d ≥ 0 and define
Suppose that i 1 , . . . , i k , i k+1 ≥ 0 and that Σ I (f ) = Σ i1,...,i k (f ) is defined and is a manifold. Then, define Σ i1,...,i k ,i k+1 (f ) = {x ∈ Σ I (f ) | dnull(f | Σ I (f ) , x) = i k+1 } where f | Σ I (f ) is the restriction of f to Σ I (f ). In [8] , Boardman presents a definition in terms of jet spaces, shows that Σ I (f ) is a manifold for generic maps with respect to the Whitney topology on the set of smooth maps, and computes the codimension of Σ I (f ). It is clear by construction that
and, if Σ i1,...,i k (f ) = ∅, then m ≥ i 1 ≥ · · · ≥ i k ≥ 0. In our developments in Section 3, we will examine how this construction applies to a system of polynomial functions f : C N → C n . In that context, there is no question that the sequence extends indefinitely at any point in V(f ), and that the construction defines an algebraic set at every stage. We examine how this leads to several new concepts in algebraic geometry, the most prominent being the definition of isosingular sets.
Deflation
Deflation is a method for regularizing nonreduced solution sets. In algebraic geometry, we have the dual notions of ideals (systems of polynomials) and algebraic sets (solutions of the polynomials). Along with these come the dual notions of the radical of an ideal and of reduced algebraic sets. Let f : C N → C n be a system of polynomials and write V(f ) = {x ∈ C N | f (x) = 0} for its solution set. An irreducible set S ∈ V(f ) of dimension k is said to be generically reduced if the Jacobian matrix Jf (x) = ∂f /∂x, an n × N matrix of partial derivatives, has rank N − k when evaluated at general points of S. If S is not reduced, it is desirable to replace f with a new system of polynomials for which S is reduced. In the numerical algebraic geometric community, procedures for doing this replacement are called deflation. This is not quite the same as finding the radical ideal f , because all the solution components of a radical ideal are reduced, while deflation seeks only to reduce one solution component at a time.
Deflation is important in numerical algebraic geometry because Newton's method, an essential tool in the subject, is reliable only for reduced sets. Consider a "square" system f : C N → C N of polynomial equations that has an isolated solution point. If the Jacobian of f at that point has full rank N , Newton's method is a locally quadratically convergent contraction mapping. That is, for all points sufficiently close to the nonsingular isolated solution, repeated application of Newton's method defines a sequence of points which quadratically converge to the solution. In contrast, if the Jacobian of the system has rank less than N at the point, the local behavior of Newton's method can be very different. For example, if f (x) = x 2 , then Newton's method defines a contraction mapping that is only linearly convergent to the origin. A more dramatic example appears in [13] , where it is shown that repeated application of Newton's method to the system
, diverges starting at any point which is not the origin. Clearly, in numerical work, it is a great advantage to work only with nonsingular solution points.
The motivation for deflation is even higher when treating higher dimensional solution components that have generic multiplicity greater than one, because then one encounters a singularity at every point of the component. For example, one may wish to generate other points on a component by tracking a homotopy path defined by the intersection of the component with a moving linear space of complementary dimension. In particular, monodromy loops defined in this fashion are useful in decomposing solution sets into their irreducible components [30] , [32, Ch. 15] . If the component has multiplicity greater than one, then the Jacobian of the homotopy function is rank deficient at every point along the monodromy loop, inhibiting efficient numerical computation.
Deflation for an isolated singular solution started with the ideas of Ojika [28, 29] . In [21] and [22] , these ideas were formalized into an algorithm using symbolic and numerical methods, respectively. Improvements to deflation were made in [10] , [23] Deflation is applied to a polynomial system at a given solution point to produce an augmented system and an augmented solution point. That is, one step of deflation is formally an operator D of the form
where f : C N → C n is a polynomial system having a solution x ∈ V(f ) ⊂ C N and similarly g : C M → C m is a polynomial system having a solution y ∈ V(g) ⊂ C M . As we define it below, the output of D always has M ≥ N , m ≥ n, the first N coordinates of y are x, and the first n polynomials in g are f . Since the output of deflation is of the same form as the input, we may recurse the operation to generate a series of systems and solution points:
By convention, we may take
. Several different forms of deflation can be usefully defined. We begin next with a review of one current approach to deflation, which we call "weak deflation" to distinguish it from a stronger form described in Section 4.
Weak deflation
One variant of deflation described in [10] based on [22] is as follows. Let us define
where Jf (x) is the Jacobian matrix of f at x, and we are speaking of the right null space (the column co-rank). Fix a point x ∈ V(f ), and let d = dnull(f, x). One step of the deflation process applied to f at x generates a polynomial system g e : C 2N → C 2n+d and a point y e = ( x, η) ∈ V(g e ) ⊂ C 2N . The process is to choose a general linear system L :
and set η to be the unique η that satisfies g e ( x, η) = 0.
Remark 2.1 Deflation could also be constructed using the left null space. For consistency, we use the right null space throughout this article but, in practice, one may use whichever is optimal in terms of the number of polynomials and variables.
In this article, we call (5) weak deflation and denote its operator as D w,e , hence (g e , y e ) = D w,e (f, x). Here, the subscript "e" stands for "extrinsic," which distinguishes it from the intrinsic form, described next.
The intrinsic form of weak deflation, D w,i , replaces the extrinsic slicing linears, L, of equation (5) with an intrinsic form. That is, since L is a general system of d linear polynomials in
Denoting the extrinsic and intrinsic deflations as (g e , y e ) = D w,e (f, x) and (g i , y i ) = D w,i (f, x), we define the intrinsic form as
where we have dropped the equations L(p + Aξ) because they are identically zero. The output point for intrinsic deflation is y i = ( x, ξ), where ξ is the unique solution for ξ of g w,i ( x, ξ) = 0. Of course, the construction is such that the intrinsic and extrinsic points are related as η = p + A ξ.
As it is clear that V(g w,e (x, η)) and V(g w,i (x, ξ)) are isomorphic, there is no need to distinguish between them, and we may use (g w , y) = D w (f, x) to mean either of them. The rationale behind weak deflation is that since the null space of f at x is d-dimensional, the intersection of that null space with a generic linear space of complementary dimension isolates a single point, η, in the null space. This yields a single point y = ( x, η) in the solution set of the augmented system g that projects to x under the natural projection (x, η) → x.
The essential property of weak deflation is its effect on multiplicity. Let µ(f, x) denote the multiplicity of an isolated solution point x ∈ V(f ).
Proof. See [22] . 2
. . must decrease strictly monotonically until it reaches one, which must happen after at most µ(f, x) − 1 deflation steps.
The results of [10] show that the number of deflation steps is actually bounded by the depth rather than in terms of the multiplicity.
Both the extrinsic or intrinsic formulations have an associated natural projection. In the extrinsic case, this is π :
It is of interest to consider the fibers π −1 (x) over points x ∈ V(f ). Clearly, by construction, π −1 ( x) is the unique point y. Since L is inhomogeneous, any other points like x that have a d-dimensional null space will also have a unique fiber, possibly a point at infinity in the happenstance that the null space is parallel to V(L). Points with null-space dimension greater than d will have positive dimensional fibers in V(g w ). The points with null space dimension less than d are of particular interest. If the null space is in general position with respect to V(L), the fiber will be empty, but there may exist points where the null space meets V(L). These latter points survive the deflation: they are contained in π(V(g w )). We will see an illustration of this in Example 4.5 below.
Deflation sequences
We describe a new deflation operator, D det , which uses minors of the Jacobian to enforce a desired condition on the null space dimension of the Jacobian. Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system, x ∈ V(f ), and d = dnull(f, x). Let {σ 1 , . . . , σ m } be the index set of all (N −d+1)×(N − d + 1) submatrices of an n × N matrix, which is understood to be empty if
. . .
where J σ f means the submatrix of Jf indexed by σ.
We note the similarities between this description of V(g) and the definition of Σ d (f ) presented in (1).
We have already employed the notation D k (f, x) to mean k successive applications of deflation operator D to the system f at point x. This naturally leads to the definition of a deflation sequence.
Definition 3.1 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n and a point x ∈ V(f ), the deflation sequence of f at x is the sequence {d r (f,
Remark 3.2 For a deflation step (g, y) = D det (f, x), the only dependence of the polynomial system g on x is the integer dnull(f, x).
, one sees that g k is determined by f and the deflation sequence d j (f, x), j = 0, . . . , k − 1. The following lemma shows that we must also have monotonicity for deflation sequences which is similar to the monotonicity statement in Section 2.1, namely, if
Lemma 3.4 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and x ∈ V(f ) with deflation sequence
. This is equivalent to showing that dnull(f, x) ≥ dnull(g det , x) where g det is defined as in (7) which follows immediately from the definition of g det .
2
Since deflation sequences are monotonically decreasing sequences of nonnegative integers, they must stabilize. That is, there exists k * ≥ 0 and d ≥ 0 such that
Deflation is said to terminate if d = 0. In this case, deflation has restored quadratic convergence of Newton's method since the corresponding root of the deflated system is nonsingular.
Deflation sequences for irreducible algebraic sets
Deflation sequences can be naturally extended to irreducible algebraic sets. In particular, if V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, there is a nonempty Zariski open subset
for any x, y ∈ U . Throughout this section, we say that the points in U are the general points of V . We formally define the deflation sequence for V based on U . Definition 3.5 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n and a nonempty irreducible algebraic set V ⊂ V(f ), the deflation sequence of f at V , denoted {d r (f, V )} ∞ r=0 , is the deflation sequence of f at any generic point
The polynomial system f and the deflation sequence {d r (f, V )} ∞ r=0 define the sequence of polynomial systems g k given by (g k , x
As discussed in Remark 3.2, the polynomial systems g k only depend upon the deflation sequence
. Then, there must be a first element in the sequence where they differ: say
. By genericity and upper semi-continuity, we must have
The recursive nature of deflation yields that
it follows that the deflation sequences of V with respect to f and g k are naturally related in that
The following lemma shows that each term in the deflation sequence is an upper bound on the dimension.
n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, then, for every k ≥ 0,
Since V ⊂ V(g k ) is an irreducible algebraic set, there exists some irreducible component
The following lemma relates the deflation sequence for V and Z with respect to f .
Since D det removes points having null space dimension less than that of the input point, we know
The proof is now complete for the case k = 1, so we assume that k ≥ 2 and proceed recursively. Suppose that ∈ {0, 1,
. Since + 1 < k and D det removes points having null space dimension less than that of the input point, we know
This recursive program yields
Strong deflation
By modifying the weak deflation operators D w,i and D w,e defined in Section 2.3 with results from [2] , we obtain strong deflation operators D s,i and D s,e . We show these strong deflation operators are equivalent, in a sense that we will make precise, to the determinantal deflation operator D det defined in Section 3.
Our motivation for introducing equivalent forms of the deflation D det is twofold, namely, the number of polynomials in g det defined in (7) can be quite large and determinants often produce polynomials of high degree. In numerical work, it can be beneficial to employ a different formulation of deflation that introduces additional variables but reduces the number of polynomials and does not increase degrees. In [2] , a method is given for specifying the condition dim null Q ≥ d for a matrix Q ∈ C n×N . The idea is that a full-rank matrix B ∈ C N ×N generates a generic patch on the Grassmannian,
is a basis for the d-dimensional subspace. In other words, each choice of Ξ gives d linearly independent columns in G(B, Ξ) and conversely almost all points in Gr(d, N ) have a corresponding unique Ξ such that G(B, Ξ) generates the same subspace. There is a hypersurface in Gr(d, N ) of points that have no corresponding Ξ, but for any point in
has a unique solution for Ξ. Using a patch on Gr(d, N ), an intrinsic formulation of strong deflation,
where B ∈ C N ×N is chosen at random. The corresponding y i is given as ( x, Ξ), where Ξ is the unique solution for Ξ of g i ( x, Ξ) = 0. (Due to the argument in the previous paragraph, this solution exists and is unique for any B in a Zariski-open subset of C N ×N .)
Remark 4.1 As discussed in Remark 2.1, we could also perform this construction using the left null space.
This version of strong deflation is closely related to the weak deflations presented earlier.
. Denote the columns of P as p 1 , . . . , p d and the columns of Ξ as ξ 1 , . . . , ξ d . Then g i (x, Ξ) in equation (10) becomes
This is similar to the intrinsic deflation of equation (6) differing only in an increase from 1 to d in the number of appended subsystems. One can convert this to an equivalent extrinsic form by introducing linear systems
In particular, these are of the form
where A ⊥ is a d × N basis for the left null space of A. (That is, rank A ⊥ = d and A ⊥ A = 0.) With these systems we write an extrinsic system whose solution set is isomorphic to V(g i (x, ξ)) as
where
2 . Accordingly, the extrinsic form of strong deflation is (g e , y e ) = are all equivalent in the sense that:
) are all generically isomorphic, and
Proof. The equivalence of D s,e and D s,i is clear from their construction. The equivalence of D det to these is proven as follows.
. Let I be the ideal generated by g det , and let J be the ideal generated by g e . We know that I = J ∩ C[x] and locally near x, the projection map from V(J) to V(I) is an isomorphism. In particular, we can find a ball B containing x such that every point in B ∩ V(f ) has a null space of Jf of dimension at most d. Hence, every point in B ∩ V(I) has a null space of Jf of dimension exactly d. This implies that locally near x in V(I), the extra variables η are described by rational functions of x. Therefore, the dimension of the tangent space of the ideal J at ( x, η) is the same as the dimension of the tangent space of the ideal I at x. 2
Due to their equivalence, we need not distinguish between the three forms of strong deflation: in the following proposition, we refer to them all as simply D s . (5) and (13), one sees that the ideal for a step of strong deflation is a sum of d ideals, each being the ideal for a step of weak deflation. In particular, the multiplicity after one step of strong deflation is bounded above by the multiplicity after one step of weak deflation.
For the same reason, the depth bounded results of [10] hold for strong deflation.
Remark 4.4
Suppose that x is an isolated root of f of multiplicity m and depth δ with deflation sequence {d r (f, x)} ∞ r=0 which stabilizes at k * ≥ 0 and limits to d. That is, either k * = 0 with
Interpreting the results of [10, 22] in this context yield that k * ≤ δ ≤ m − 1 and d = 0.
The advantage of strong over weak deflation is that it builds a complete basis for the null space of Jf (x). That is, given x ∈ V(f ) with dnull(f, x) = d, then, for strong extrinsic deflation, with probability one the solution of g s,e ( x, η 1 , . . . , η d ) = 0 for (η 1 , . . . , η d ) yields a set of d linearly independent vectors in null Jf ( x). (To be more precise, linear independence holds for B in a dense Zariski-open subset of C N ×N .) In contrast, for weak extrinsic deflation, the solution of g w,e ( x, η) = 0 yields only one vector in the null space. As claimed in the proof of Proposition 4.2, the linear independence of η 1 , . . . , η d extends to an open ball around x, so V(g s ) has a component containing ( x, η 1 , . . . , η d ) with dim null Jf (x) ≥ d, a stronger condition than one obtains using g w,e . For d > 1, the drawback is that g s,e has more variables and polynomials than g w,e . In this article, we are focused on performing deflation in situations where the extra conditions imposed by strong deflation play to our advantage. One such case is illustrated by the following example.
3 and x = (0, 0, 0). Clearly, N = 3, n = 1, and d = dnull(f, x) = 3. Because d = N , the symbols A and ξ disappear, and we have
2(
where, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, p ij ∈ C are random. Since P = (p ij ) is general, one sees that strong deflation isolates x, i.e., V(g s,i ) = { x}, and Jg s,i ( x) is full rank. On the other hand, for weak deflation, V(g w,i ) is a curve. This is because g s,i picks out points in the neighborhood of x that have a 3-dimensional null space, which only leaves x, while g w,i only imposes the condition that locally dim null Jf (x) ≥ 2. One can verify that one more weak deflation step isolates the origin while a third weak deflation step is required to construct a polynomial system for which x corresponds to a nonsingular isolated solution.
Simplification of notation: From this point forward, we only consider strong deflation, and in light of Proposition 4.2, for most purposes we do not need to distinguish between different forms of strong deflation. Accordingly, from here on, let D mean any of D det , D s,e , or D s,i . Moreover, each of the deflations has a natural projection that sends y in (g, y) = D(f, x) back to x: π(y) = x. We use the symbol π for all of these, regardless of which underlying formulation is used. Similarly, when successive deflations are involved, we use π k to denote the natural projection that sends
On occasions where we need to write explicit formulae, we may revert to the more specific notations.
Strong deflation and irreducible components
Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) be a nonempty irreducible algebraic set. As discussed in Section 3.1, the deflation sequence of V with respect to f is the deflation sequence of any general point in V , say x * , with respect to f . Lemma 3.6 shows that lim k→∞ d k (f, V ) ≥ dim V . We will show that if V is an irreducible component of V(f ), then this is an equality. This can be considered as the interpretation of the deflation results of [32 
. If x ∈ V such that x and V have the same deflation sequence, then, for each k ≥ 0, there exists a unique y ∈ V(g k ) such that π k (y) = x. Define
Hence, V is generically isomorphic to W k and, in particular, W k is an irreducible algebraic set with dim W k = dim V . We summarize this in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6 If f : C N → C n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, then, for every k ≥ 0, the set W k defined by (14) is an irreducible algebraic set that is generically isomorphic to V . In particular, dim W k = dim V .
If g : C N → C n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(g) is an irreducible component, then define µ(g, V ) to be the multiplicity of V with respect to g. In particular
for any of the finitely many points x ∈ V ∩ V(L).
The following lemma shows that the limit of the deflation sequence for an irreducible component is its dimension.
Proof. Since the statement is trivial when d 0 (f, V ) = dim V , we will assume that d 0 (f, V ) > dim V . In particular, we know that µ(f, V ) > 1. Additionally, for the case dim V = 0, the statement follows from Proposition 4.3, so only the case dim V > 0 requires further consideration.
We first note a relationship between weak deflation and slicing. Let = dim V , d = d 0 (f, V ) > , and M : C N → C be a system of general linear polynomials. Let A ∈ C ×N and a ∈ C such that M(x) = Ax + a.
Fix x ∈ V ∩ V(M) and consider (g 1 , y 1 ) = D w (f, x) and (g 2 , y 2 ) = D w ({f, M}, x). Using an extrinsic formulation of weak deflation as in (5), we can write
are systems of general linear polynomials. Since d > , by using Gaussian elimination, without loss of generality, we can assume that
Since x is isolated in V(f, M) with µ({f, M}, x) = µ(f, V ) > 1, Proposition 2.2 yields that µ(g 2 , y 2 ) < µ({f, M}, x). Since B ∈ C ×N is general, comparing the polynomial systems in (15) clearly yields µ({g 1 , M},
where we use the extrinsic formulation of strong deflation. Com-
using a similar argument to that in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we have that
In particular, after at most µ(f, V ) − 1 deflation steps, the deflation sequence
Isosingular sets
For a polynomial system f and a nonempty irreducible algebraic set V ⊂ V(f ), Lemma 3.6 shows that lim k→∞ d k (f, V ) ≥ dim V with Lemma 4.7 showing that, when V is an irreducible component, this is actually an equality. We will define isosingular sets as the closures of sets of points with the same deflation sequence and show these sets are exactly those for which this inequality is actually an equality. For any sequence {δ r } ∞ r=0 of nonnegative integers, define
and, for each j ≥ 0, define
Clearly, each
) and
By the descending chain condition on algebraic sets, there exists ≥ 0 such that, for all j ≥ ,
) is an algebraic set and we call each of its nonempty irreducible components an isosingular set.
n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, then V is called an isosingular set with respect to f if V is an irreducible component of
The following lemma shows that isosingular sets correspond to the closure of the natural projection of irreducible components of deflations.
is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, and x ∈ V such that d k (f, x) = d k (f, V ) for all k ≥ 0, then the following are equivalent.
1. V is an isosingular set with respect to f .
There exists
Proof. For each ≥ 0, since, by Lemma 4.6, W is an irreducible algebraic subset of V(g ), there exists an irreducible component of V(g ) which contains W . Let Z be the union of such irreducible components of V(g ). In particular, there exists m ≥ 1 and irreducible components Z ,1 , . . . , Z ,m ⊂ V(g ) such that
Lemma 3.7 yields, for each ≥ 1 and j = 1, . . . , m ,
Additionally, it is clear that we must have
By the descending chain condition, there exists k ≥ 0 such that, for all ≥ k + 1,
Thus, we know that
). Suppose that V is an isosingular set with respect to f , that is, V is an irreducible component of
). In particular, we know that
Conversely, suppose that W k is an irreducible component of
), consider the irreducible algebraic set
Since W k is an irreducible component of V(g k ) and Y k is an irreducible algebraic set such that
) yielding that V is an isosingular set with respect to f . 2 Theorem 5.4 Every isosingular set is generically isomorphic to an irreducible and generically reduced component of a polynomial system constructed using deflation.
Proof. Lemma 5.3 yields that isosingular sets are generically isomorphic to an irreducible component of a polynomial system constructed using deflation. The statement now follows from Lemma 4.7. 2
Theorem 5.4 yields that we can numerically represent isosingular sets using witness sets of projections [15] .
The following corollary shows that isosingular sets are equivalently defined in terms of the limits of deflation sequences.
Corollary 5.5 If f : C
N → C n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, then the following are equivalent.
lim
Proof. Since V = ∅, we can find x ∈ V such that V and x have the same deflation sequence.
If V is an isosingular set, by Theorem 5.4, there exists k ≥ 0 such that if (g k , y k ) = D k (f, x) and W k is defined by (14) , then W k is an irreducible and generically reduced component of
This immediately yields that W k is an irreducible and generically reduced component of V(g k ) with V = π k (W k ). Theorem 5.4 yields that V is an isosingular set. 2
Singular points of isosingular sets
For generically reduced irreducible components, singular points are naturally defined in terms of the tangent space. We can extend this definition to isosingular sets using deflation sequences. With this, we will show that the number of distinct deflation sequences for a given polynomial system is finite and, in particular, the number of isosingular sets for a given polynomial system is finite. In particular, there is a finite bound on the maximum number of deflations needed to regularize every isosingular set for a given polynomial system. The following defines the singular points of an isosingular set.
Definition 5.6 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and V be an isosingular set with respect to f . Then, the set of singular points of V with respect to f is the set
The set of smooth points of V with respect to f is the set
Lemma 5.7 If f : C N → C n is a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) is an isosingular set with respect to f , then Sing f (V ) is a proper algebraic subset of V .
Proof. Since V is an isosingular set, Corollary 5.5 yields that dim V = lim →∞ d (f, V ). In particular, we can fix k ≥ 0 such that
For each ≥ 0, consider the set
Clearly, S (V ) is a proper algebraic subset of V with Sing
which is a contradiction. Thus, S (V ) = ∅ for all > k yielding that Sing f (V ) is a finite union of proper algebraic subsets of V . 2
This definition of singular points agrees with the classical definition of singular points when V is a generically reduced irreducible component of V(f ). In this case, dim V = d k (f, V ) for all k ≥ 0 and, for any x ∈ V ,
By Theorem 5.2, every isosingular set is generically isomorphic to a generically reduced irreducible component of some polynomial system created through deflation. The following shows that these sets are naturally related.
Lemma 5.8 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system, V ⊂ V(f ) be an isosingular set, and
In particular, for every w ∈ π
In particular, it is clear from (13) that g 1 (z, η 1 , . . . , η d ) = 0 defines a linear space of dimension
, we know that that g k+1 (w, η) = 0 has a solution. Since
Theorem 5.9 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system, V ⊂ V(f ) be an isosingular set, and (14) is a generically reduced irreducible component that is generically isomorphic to V where
Then, for any z ∈ V , we have z ∈ Sing f (V ) if and only if, for any η such that
. Suppose that η is such that (z, η) ∈ W k . By construction of k, we know that there must exist ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} such that
. Since the case = k is trivial, we assume that < k. By construction of k, we know d (f, V ) > dim V . Since g only depends on the deflation sequence of V up to − 1 and d j (f, z) = d j (f, V ) for 0 ≤ j < , it follows that π −1 (z) ∩ V(g ) must consist of one point, namely z . Applying Lemma 5.8 using g , W , and z yields that
The following theorem presents another description of isosingular sets.
Theorem 5.10 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) be an isosingular set with respect to f . Then, either V is an irreducible component of V(f ) or there exists an isosingular set U ⊂ V(f ) such that V is an irreducible component of Sing f (U ).
Proof. Suppose that V is an isosingular set with respect to f such that V is not an irreducible component of V(f ). Thus, there exists an irreducible component U ⊂ V(f ), which is an isosingular set with respect to f , such that V U . Hence, dim V < dim U and, since V is an isosingular set, we know V ⊂ Sing f (U ).
We have that U is an isosingular set with respect to f such that V ⊂ Sing f (U ). If V is not an irreducible component of Sing f (U ), then there exists an irreducible component W ⊂ Sing f (U ) such that V W . Hence, dim V < dim W < dim U and, since V is an isosingular set, we know V ⊂ Sing f (W ).
We can repeat the same argument by renaming W as U . Due to dimensionality, after finitely many times, we must have that V is an irreducible component of the singular set of some isosingular set.
An immediate corollary of this theorem is that the number of isosingular sets is finite.
Corollary 5.11 For any polynomial system f : C N → C n , the number of isosingular sets of f is finite. In particular, the number of distinct deflation sequences is finite, that is,
Clearly, the number of isosingular sets of dimension d is finite since each must be an irreducible component of V(f ).
Suppose that, for 1 ≤ k ≤ d, the number of isosingular sets of dimension at least k is finite. Since every isosingular set of f of dimension k − 1 must either be an irreducible component of V(f ) or an irreducible component of a singular set of an isosingular set of dimension at least k, the number of isosingular sets of dimension at least k − 1 is also finite.
The previous theorem and corollary justify the following algorithm for computing every isosingular set of a polynomial system. For this to be a complete algorithm, we need an algorithm which determines if a given nonempty irreducible algebraic subset of V(f ) is an isosingular set with respect to f , which is presented in Section 6.
Algorithm 5.12 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n , we will compute a set I which consists of the isosingular subsets of V(f ). If V(f ) = ∅, then we return I = ∅. Otherwise, we initialize I to be the set consisting of the irreducible components of V(f ). For each V ∈ I, compute the irreducible components of Sing f (V ) and add to I the ones which are isosingular sets. We keep performing this loop until no more elements are added to I. Since f is irreducible, V(f ) is an irreducible surface which is generically reduced with deflation sequence {2, 2, 2, . . . }. For α ∈ V(f ), we know that α ∈ Sing f (V(f )) if and only if d 0 (f, α) = 3 which occurs if and only if the Jacobian of f at α is identically zero. In particular, Sing f (V(f )) = V(g) where
Clearly, V(g) = {(0, 0, z) | z ∈ C} which is often called the "handle" of the umbrella. Since dim V(g) = 1 and the deflation sequence of V(g) with respect to f is {3, 1, 1, . . . }, V(g) is an isosingular set with respect to f . For a point α ∈ V(g), we know that α ∈ Sing f (V(g)) if and only if d 1 (f, α) ≥ 2 which occurs if and only if the Jacobian of g at α has at least a two-dimensional null space. It is easy to verify that Sing f (V(g)) = {(0, 0, 0)} and the deflation sequence of the origin with respect to f is {3, 2, 0, 0, . . . }. In particular, the origin is an isosingular point with respect to f .
In summary, the isosingular sets of the Whitney umbrella are the irreducible surface V(f ), the "handle" {(0, 0, z) | z ∈ C}, and the origin {(0, 0, 0)}. Hence, deflation at the origin restores quadratic convergence which is a markedly different behavior than blowing up at the origin which reproduces the singularity [18] .
Characterization of isosingular sets
For a polynomial system f , Algorithm 5.12 presents one approach for computing every isosingular set with respect to a given polynomial system. This section characterizes which irreducible algebraic subsets of V(f ) are isosingular sets. In particular, we want to construct a map Iso f from the set of nonempty irreducible algebraic subsets of V(f ) to the set of isosingular sets with respect to f . That is, if V ⊂ V(f ) is a nonempty irreducible algebraic set, then Iso f (V ) will be the isosingular set with respect to f containing V such that V and Iso f (V ) have the same deflation sequence with respect to f . Hence, generic points of V are smooth points of Iso f (V ). By abuse of notation, for x ∈ V(f ), define Iso f (x) as Iso f ({x}). In this case, x will be a smooth point of Iso f (x) and it is the largest irreducible algebraic subset of V(f ) containing x for which x is a smooth point.
The following lemma describes how to construct the map Iso f .
Lemma 5.14 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) be a nonempty irreducible algebraic set. Then, there is a unique isosingular set Iso f (V ) with respect to f containing V such that Iso f (V ) and V have the same deflation sequence with respect to f .
) be an irreducible component, and hence an isosingular set, such that V ⊂ U . Since general points in V have the same deflation sequence as U , general points in V are smooth points of U . This fact immediately yields uniqueness.
The following theorem characterizes isosingular sets.
Theorem 5.15 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and V ⊂ V(f ) be a nonempty irreducible algebraic set. Then, the following are equivalent.
For every isosingular set
3. For every irreducible algebraic set U ⊂ V(f ) such that V U , V and U have different deflation sequences with respect to f , that is, V ⊂ Sing f (Iso f (U )).
Proof. Let V be an isosingular set and suppose that U ⊂ V(f ) is an isosingular set such that
If V is not an isosingular set, then U = Iso f (V ) is an isosingular set such that V U but V is not contained in Sing f (U ).
The equivalence of Items 2 and 3 is clear. 2
It is easy to verify that the deflation sequences of V 1 and V 2 , respectively, are {3, 1, 1, 1, . . . } and {2, 2, 2, 2, . . . }.
In particular, Corollary 5.5 yields that V 1 is an isosingular set of f and V 2 is not. The irreducible algebraic set U 2 = {(0, y, z) | y, z ∈ C} is an isosingular set of f such that U 2 and V 2 have the same deflation sequence. In particular,
The following corollary characterizes isosingular points which are the points for which the deflation sequence limits to 0, i.e., deflation terminates. In particular, Item 4 shows that isosingular points are isolated in the sense that all nearby solutions have different deflation sequences.
Corollary 5.17 Let f : C N → C n be a polynomial system and x ⊂ V(f ). Then, the following are equivalent.
1. x is an isosingular point with respect to f .
2. For every isosingular set U ⊂ V(f ) with respect to f such that {x} U , x ∈ Sing f (U ).
3. For every irreducible algebraic set U ⊂ V(f ) such that {x} U , x and U have different deflation sequences with respect to f , that is, x ∈ Sing f (Iso f (U )).
4. There exists > 0 such that if y ∈ V(f ) with 0 < x − y < , then x and y have different deflation sequences with respect to f , that is,
. Proof. The equivalence of Items 1-3 follows immediately from Theorem 5.15.
Assume that Item 4 holds. If Iso f (x) is positive dimensional, then there exists y ∈ Iso f (x) such that y and Iso f (x) have the same deflation sequence and 0 < x − y < . Since x and y have different deflation sequences, x and Iso f (x) have different deflation sequences, which is a contradiction. Hence, {x} = Iso f (x) yielding that Item 1 holds.
Assume that Item 4 does not hold. Then, for every ≥ 1, we can find y ∈ V(f ) such that 0 < x − y < 1 where x and y have the same deflation sequence. Clearly, x, y ∈ X 
Isosingular local dimension
Suppose that f is a polynomial system and x ∈ V(f ). Since x and Iso f (x) have the same deflation sequence and Iso f (x) is an isosingular set,
. That is, the deflation sequence of x with respect to f converges to the dimension of the largest irreducible algebraic subset of V(f ) containing x such that x is a smooth point. We formally define this as the isosingular local dimension.
Definition 5.18 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n and a point x ∈ V(f ), the isosingular local dimension of x with respect to f , denoted isodim f (x), is the limit of the deflation sequence {d r (f, x)} ∞ r=0 . In particular, isodim f (x) = dim Iso f (x).
The local dimension of x with respect to V(f ), denoted dim f (x), is the maximal dimension of the irreducible components of V(f ) containing x. It is clear that
In particular, the isosingular local dimension is a lower bound on the local dimension. These values coincide if and only if Iso f (x) is the unique irreducible component of V(f ) containing x which occurs if and only if x is a smooth point on some (unique) irreducible component of V(f ). In particular, for j = 0, 1, 2, isodim f (a j ) = j.
Computing deflation sequences and isosingular sets
For isolated solutions, deflation sequences must terminate and the number of deflations needed for termination is bounded by the depth. For isosingular sets in general, deflation sequences must stabilize, but a similar bound on the number of deflations is unknown. Obviously, a necessary condition for stabilization is that two consecutive terms in the deflation sequence must be equal, but this is not sufficient as clearly seen by considering the family of examples f k, (x, y) = x k y at the origin. In particular, if 1 ≤ k < , one can verify that the deflation sequence at the origin with respect to f k, is
We will present both a numerical and symbolic algorithm for determining that the deflation sequence has stabilized as well as both a numerical and symbolic algorithm for computing Iso f (x) given x ∈ V(f ). We remark that such an algorithm is sufficient to compute Iso f (V ) for any nonempty irreducible algebraic set V ⊂ V(f ) since Iso f (V ) = Iso f (x) for any general x ∈ V . Since V is an isosingular set with respect to f if and only if V = Iso f (V ), which occurs if and only if dim V = dim Iso f (V ), such an algorithm can be used to determine if V is an isosingular set.
We say that the deflation sequence {d r (f, x)} ∞ r=0 has stabilized for index
The deflation sequence at x with respect to f has stabilized at index if and only if, for (g , y ) = D (f, x), the local dimension of g at y is d (f, x) , that is, dim g (y ) = dnull(g , y ). This occurs if and only if y is a smooth point with respect to g on a unique irreducible component of V(g ) which is generically reduced of dimension d (f, x). When using the determinantal form, this unique irreducible component is Iso f (x), otherwise this irreducible component is generically isomorphic to Iso f (x). Moreover, when using the determinantal form of deflation, which is amenable to symbolic computations, the coefficients of each deflation system are in the same subfield of C as the coefficients of the original system.
The previous paragraph is used to help justify the algorithms in this section. Moreover, to simplify the presentation of the algorithms, we will simply describe the key computation which is, for a polynomial system f : C N → C n and x ∈ V(f ), to determine if dim f (x) = dnull(f, x).
Algorithm 6.1 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n and a point x ∈ V(f ), we will determine if dim f (x) = dnull(f, x). If dnull(f, x) = 0, then return yes. Otherwise, compute the associated primes of dimension dnull(f, x) for the ideal generated by f (see [9] for more details). If any such prime ideal vanishes at x, then return yes, otherwise, return no.
Example 6.2 Reconsider the Whitney umbrella from Example 5.13 defined by f (x, y, z) = x 2 − y 2 z at α = (0, 0, 0). Since 2 = dim f (α) < d 0 (f, α) = 3, we immediately know the deflation sequence has not stabilized at index 0. We have (g 1 , α) = D det (f, α) where g 1 is as in (18) . One can verify that V(g 1 ) is irreducible, generically reduced, and one dimensional yielding that 1 = dim g1 (α) < d 1 (f, α) = 2. Hence, the deflation sequence has not stabilized at index 1.
, one can verify that the ideal generated by g 2 is x, y, z yielding that deflation has stabilized at index 2 with d 2 (f, α) = 0 and Iso f (α) = {α} = {(0, 0, 0)}.
We now consider the corresponding numerical approaches. We note that even if we only have a numerical approximation of the solution x, the point x is used to generate nonnegative integers, namely the deflation sequence with the deflation process being a symbolic operation based solely on the deflation sequence. In particular, we assume that we know a sufficiently accurate approximation of x to correctly identify the deflation sequence. If x is the endpoint of a homotopy path, we can use endgames (see [19, 25, 26, 27, 32] ) to compute x to arbitrary accuracy. Algorithm 6.3 For a polynomial system f : C N → C n and a point x ∈ V(f ), we will determine if dim f (x) = dnull(f, x). If dnull(f, x) = 0, return yes. Otherwise, fix d = dnull(f, x) and let L :
and λ ∈ C d be random and consider the polynomial system R(f ) :
Since, with probability one, x ∈ V(R(f )) with dnull(R(f ), x) = d, x is a smooth point on some (unique) irreducible component, say V ⊂ V(R(f )), of dimension d. In particular, it follows that H(x, 1) = 0 and J y H(x, 1) has rank N yielding that we can use continuation starting at x to compute a point z ∈ V ∩ V(L + λ). If z ∈ V(f ), then return yes, otherwise return no.
Since z is an isolated nonsingular root of the square system R(f ) L + λ , we can compute z to arbitrary accuracy using Newton's method which means that the test z ∈ V(f ) can be done reliably. Additionally, since computing such a z is usually computationally inexpensive, we can perform this test multiple times using different L and λ to enhance reliability. Since β clearly does not numerically vanish on g 1 , we know that the deflation sequence of α with respect to f (x, y, z) = x 2 − y 2 z has not stabilized at index 1. As shown in Example 6.2, d 2 (f, α) = 0 meaning that the deflation sequence of α with respect to f stabilizes at index 2.
Additionally, consider γ = (0, 0, 1) for which dnull(g 1 , γ) = 1. With
, L(x, y, z) = 2x − 4y + 6z − 6, and λ = 1 + i, consider the homotopy H defined by (19) with start point γ. We obtained, to four digits, the point δ = (0, 0, 0.8333 − 0.1667i) which does numerically vanish on g 1 . Hence, the deflation sequence of γ with respect to f has stabilized at index 1.
After we have found that the deflation sequence has stabilized, we have a smooth point on a generically reduced and irreducible algebraic set. Using random monodromy loops [30] together with a linear trace test [31] , we can compute a witness set for Iso f (x) (see [15, 32] for more details). Theoretically, the expected number of random monodromy loops may be infinite but, in practice, only a small number of random loops are needed. Since the linear trace test determines if we have indeed computed a witness set, we obtain a clear signal of success.
Examples
We begin with a simple illustrative example, and then report on a more complicated example taken from kinematics.
Simple example
Consider the polynomial xyz 2 . It is easy to see that the solution set V(xyz 2 ) factors into the three coordinate planes: V(x) and V(y) appear with generic multiplicity 1, while the plane V(z) appears as the double plane V(z 2 ). Using the determinantal form of deflation, one can find by hand calculation that V(xyz 2 ) contains seven isosingular sets. These sets and their deflation sequences are:
• Planes V(x) and V(y), {2, 2, . . .};
• Plane V(z), {3, 2, 2, . . .};
• Line V(x, y), {3, 1, 1, . . .};
• Lines V(x, z) and V(y, z), {3, 3, 1, 1, . . .};
• Point V(x, y, z), {3, 3, 3, 0, 0, . . .}.
The isosingular sets are finite in number and for each one, the deflation sequence stabilizes to the dimension of the set. After stabilization, each isosingular set is a reduced component of the associated deflated system.
Foldable Stewart-Gough platform
Stewart-Gough platforms are a kind of robotic device in which a moving end-plate is supported from a stationary base-plate by six prismatic (i.e., telescoping) legs. Each leg is attached to the base-plate at one end by a spherical (ball-and-socket) joint and is attached at the other end to the end-plate again by a spherical joint. The end-plate is moved through space by extending and contracting the six legs. For a general design, when the leg lengths are locked, the end-plate becomes immobile, that is, the system of kinematical equations has only isolated roots.
Griffis-Duffy platforms [12] are special Stewart-Gough platforms wherein the base-and endplates are triangles, with legs that connect a vertex to a side or a side to a vertex cyclically around the triangles. Husty and Karger [20] noticed that certain Griffis-Duffy platforms move with one degree of freedom with the leg lengths locked. A very special case in this family is a foldable Stewart-Gough platform, first studied in [24] , in which the triangles are congruent, the joints on the sides of the triangles are at the midpoints, and the leg lengths are all equal to the altitude of the triangles. For easy reference, the equations are listed in Appendix A. In [24] , it is shown that the solution set consists of a not physically meaningful surface and 22 one-dimensional components: twelve lines, three double lines, three quadrics, and four quartics. Of these, the three double lines, the three quadrics, and one of the quartics each contains a single connected real curve, while the rest contain only non-real complex points.
In [24] , it was found that the real curves had four points of special interest. Three of these, the "folded out" configurations, are points where one of the double lines meets two of the quadrics. At the fourth point, the "folded in" configuration, all three double lines meet a self-crossing of the quartic curve. In [33] , numerical evidence was presented showing that the folded in configuration has multiplicity 8, which is consistent with the number of curve segments meeting there (three double lines and two arcs of the quartic).
With the isosingular theory presented here, we can compute all singular points on the solution curves of the foldable Stewart-Gough platform.
For our computations, we used the software package Bertini v1.2 [6] , choosing the regenerative cascade [17] with adaptive precision tracking [4, 5, 7] to compute the numerical irreducible decompositions. The serial computations used a 2.4 GHz Opteron 250 processor with 64-bit Linux. The parallel computations ran on a cluster consisting of a manager that uses one core of a Xeon 5410 processor and 8 computing nodes each containing two 2.33 GHz quad-core Xeon 5410 processors running 64-bit Linux, i.e., one manager and 64 workers.
Let L : C 4 → C be a general linear polynomial. Then, L(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) = 0 defines an affine set for which the natural projection C 4 \ {(0, 0, 0, 0)} → P 3 is one-to-one and onto a general coordinate patch C 3 ⊂ P 3 . We then solved F = {f 1 , . . . , f 5 , f 7 , L} = 0, where the f i are as in the Appendix A. Since f 6 is contained the linear span of f 1 , . . . , f 5 , we removed f 6 from the system. Additionally, we worked implicitly on the linear space defined by V(L).
We used Bertini to compute a numerical irreducible decomposition of V(F) in 8.6 seconds using serial processing and found 22 curves, 19 of which have multiplicity one and three have multiplicity 2. In particular, as expected, there are 15 lines of which three are double lines, three quadrics, and four quartics. The deflation sequence for each multiplicity one curve is {1, 1, . . . } and for each double line is {2, 1, 1, . . . }, which is in agreement with Lemma 4.7.
We then used Bertini to compute a numerical irreducible decomposition of {x ∈ V(F) | d 0 (F, x) ≥ 2} using the fact that d 0 (F, x) ≥ 2 if and only if the rows of JF(x) are linearly dependent. We choose this formulation since this reduces the number of variables and polynomials following Remarks 2.1 and 4.1. This computation took 36.5 seconds in parallel and yielded the isosingular point x 1 = (0, 0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P 3 × C 4 which has deflation sequence {4, 0, 0, . . . }, three isosingular points with deflation sequence {3, 0, 0, . . . }, 18 isosingular points with deflation sequence {2, 0, 0, . . . }, and the three double lines. The point x 1 is the folded-in pose and the three points with deflation sequence {3, 0, 0, . . . } are the folded-out configurations [24] .
We also used Bertini to compute a numerical irreducible decomposition of {x ∈ V(F) | d 0 (F, x) ≥ 3} using the fact that d 0 (F, x) ≥ 3 if and only if the left null space of JF(x) is at least two dimensional. This computation took nearly 5 minutes in parallel and yielded the isosingular point x 1 with deflation sequence {4, 0, 0, . . . } and the three isosingular points with deflation sequence {3, 0, 0, . . . } computed above. We have two types of curves, and we must consider if any of them might contain isosingular points that we have not already found. The possibilities are tightly constrained by the fact that any deflation sequence must be monotonic decreasing and the condition that an isosingular set inside a bigger one must at some stage have a higher entry in its deflation sequence than its containing set. This implies that anything inside of the curves with deflation sequence {1, 1, . . . } must already have been found when we looked for points x ∈ V(F) such that d 0 (F, x) ≥ 2. This leaves the double lines, which have deflation sequence {2, 1, 1, . . . }. These double lines could contain points x ∈ V(F) such that d 0 (F, x) = d 1 (F, x) = 2. By restricting computation to each of the three double lines, and imposing the condition d 1 (F, x) ≥ 2, we computed four points on each double line with each computation taking roughly 90 seconds in parallel. Each of these 12 isosingular points have deflation sequence {2, 2, 0, 0, . . . } and lie at the intersection of a double line with another component. points of the given set are smooth points of the isosingular set. In particular, isosingular theory presents a stratification of the singularities of the given polynomial system such that, for every solution, there is a unique isosingular set for which the given point is a smooth point on the isosingular set.
